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Why & how did the idea of Livable Wages start? 
• Arose out of mid-1990s cuts to federal welfare programs and new work requirements and union strength 

was on the decline. Vermont was an early adopter of the concept which eventually became a national 
movement. 

• Wanted to understand what it costs to live in VT for different family sizes; with the belief that if you work 
full-time you should be able to pay your bills and taxes and not need public support.

• Basic Needs Budget and Livable Wage calculations began in 1996 and revealed just how many Vermonters 
do not earn a livable wage and relied on some form of public assistance, even though they were working FT.

• The BNB were meant to serve as guidance for all types of employers
• Unlike the minimum wage, a livable wage by family size cannot be mandated
• Intentionally bare bones and conservative because the differential between the MW and a LW, especially for 4-

person families is large.

• We acknowledge VT is a small biz state – so it can be hard to pay LWes even if employers want to … but 
many in business will say that if you are not paying at least a livable wage, then you shouldn’t be in business 
as taxpayers are subsidizing your existence. So many of us have been focusing on HOW to help businesses 
improve their ability to pay LWes.



Peace & Justice Center: VT Job Gap Study
• Phase 1: Basic Needs Budget and a Livable Wage (1996)
• Phase 2: Livable Wage Jobs: The Job Gap (1997)
• Phase 3: The Cost of Underemployment: The Income Gap (1997)
• Phase 4: Policy Recommendations (1998)
• Phase 5: Basic Needs Budget and a Livable Wage 1998 Update
• Phase 6: The Leaky Bucket: An Analysis of Vermont’s Dependence on 

Imports (2001)
• Phase 7: Basic Needs, Livable Wage Jobs and the Cost of Under-

employment – 2002 Update
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https://vbsr.org/vbsr-resources/livable-jobs-toolkit/

https://vbsr.org/vbsr-resources/livable-jobs-toolkit/


Joint Fiscal Office Report
• Started as annual updates starting in 2001 - 2006
• Updates every two years starting in 2008
• Technical Advisory Committee recommended methodology 

improvements in 2008
• Updates to the methodology recommended by JFO staff in 2012

• It’s time to re-assemble a Technical Advisory Committee and review 
the BNB/LW methodology in time for the 2025 report. A lot has 
changed in the US / VT economy!   See S.20
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